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Abstract 
 

This paper proposes adaptive Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) controller for Permanent Magnet Synchronous 
Generator (PMSG) wind turbine and direct power control for grid side inverter for transformer less integration of wind 
energy. PMSG wind turbine with two back to back voltage source converters are considered more efficient, used to make 
real and reactive power control. The optimal control strategy has introduced for integrated control of PMSG Maximum 
Power Extraction, DC link voltage control and grid voltage support controls. Simulation model using MATLAB 
Simulink has developed to investigate the performance of proposed control techniques for PMSG wind turbine steady 
and variable wind conditions. This paper shows that the direct driven grid connected PMSG system has excellent 
performances and confirms the feasibility of the proposed techniques. While the wind turbine market continues to be 
dominated by conventional gear-driven wind turbine systems, the direct drive is attracting attention. PM machines are 
more attractive and superior with higher efficiency and energy yield, higher reliability, and power-to-weight ratio 
compared with electricity-excited machines.  

     
     Keywords: DC-Link Voltage Control, Direct Power Control, Grid Voltage Support Control, Maximum Wind Power Extraction, Optimal  
                                      Control, Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) Wind Turbine. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Today’s most promptly growing renewable energy source is 
wind energy. A wind turbine operates see the rat a fix edor 
variable speed[1]. Developing new megawatt scale 
windturbines based on variable-speed operation with pitch 
control using either a permanent magnet synchronous 
generator (PMSG) or a doubly fed induction generator is 
preferred by most of the manufacturers (DFIG) [2]. 
 Though the variable speed wind turbine with a multi-pole 
PMS Gand full-scale/ fully controllable voltage source 
converters (VSCs) is considered to bee minent enough, it is 
not popular wind turbine concept [3]. The advantages of such 
a PMSG configuration are 1)gearless construction [4]; 2) 
elimination of adc excitation system [5]; 3)maximum wind 
power extraction and grid interface; and 4) ease in 
accomplishing fault – ride through and grid support [6]. 
There fore, the efficiency and reliability of a VSC-based 
PMSG windturbine is assessed to be higher than that of a 
DFIG wind turbine[7]. Due to the intensified grid codes, a 
PMSG wind turbine with full VSC-based insulated gate 
bipolar transistor (IGBT) converters are becoming  more and 
more enhanced by the wind power industry [3]–[7]. 
 At the present time, however, commercial PMSG 
technology mainly uses a passive rectifier followed by an 
IGBT inverter [8]–[11]. The highly efficient vector – 
controlled technology for  a PMSG wind turbine that uses a 
full voltage – source IGBTconverter configuration  is still under 

investigation [12]–[14] and not widely adopted by the wind 
power industry. The direct-current vector control technology 
is a vector control technology that has  been developed 
recently to control the synchronous generator only 
inavariable – speed PMSG wind turbine[15], [16] and  for 
control of a VSC – based HVDC system [17]. Compared to 
the  conventional vector control strategies, direct – current 
vector control has illustrated many advantages in those 
applications, such as enhanced system stability, reliability, 
and efficiency. But it is not clear whether the direct-current 
vector control can beem ployed in a PMSG wind turbine for 
control of both PMSG machine – and grid- side converters 
(GSCs), and how the PMSG system will be have in the 
integrated environment for multiple PMSG control purposes. 
 This paper presents mechanisms for optimal control of a 
PMSG wind turbine system under a direct-current dq vector 
control configuration. Based on the proposed control 
structure,the overall control functions of a PMSG system are 
developed, including maximum power extraction control, dc-
link voltage control, reactive power control, and grid voltage 
support control. 
 
 
2. Model of PMSG and Concept of Direct Power 

Control 
 

In the study, the shaft of a significantly larger turbine is 
coupled with PM generator. The speed of the PM generator 
will not be affected by the load power. In other words, the 
output frequency won’t change during operation, despite 
heavy load or light load is connect. Thissimplifies the 
control system design. The dynamic d-q model is used for 
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the PMG to eliminate the time-varying inductances. With 
the Park transformation the variables in a-b-c coordinates are 
transformed to d-q coordinates, as shown in the following 
equation. 

 
𝑖!
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𝑖!

=
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!
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!
!
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                        (1) 

 
 The basic concept of direct control of active and reactive 
powers can be understood from the phasor diagrams based 
on the equivalent circuit of the permanent magnet 
synchronous generator as shown in Fig. 1. From the phasor 
diagram in Fig. 2 it is noted that the Component 𝑖!"of the 
stator current has to be controlled in order to control the 
stator active power 𝑃!   and 𝑖!"  has to be controlled to control 
the stator reactive power  𝑄!. This is achieved in turn by 
controlling the rotor currents 𝑖!"and𝑖!", respectively, in 
conventional field oriented control strategy. 
 Wound rotor in a synchronous generator and the stator in 
a PMG have similar structure. In addition there is no 
difference between the back EMF produced by a permanent 
magnet and that produced by an excited coil. The 
mathematical model of a PMG can be derivedfrom the 
model of a synchronous generator. The only difference is the 
equations of the damper windings and the field current 
dynamics can be removed. Finally, the equivalent circuits of 
d-axis and q-axis of a permanent magnet synchronous 
generator are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.Equivalent Circuit of The Permanent Magnet Synchronous 
Generator in d-q Axis 

 
 

 The state-space equations for PMG are given by. 
 
𝑉! =   −𝑅!𝑖! − 𝜔𝜆! +   

!!!
!"
                                                                                                                (2)

  
 
𝑉! =   −𝑅!𝑖! − 𝜔𝜆! +   

!!!
!"

                                                  (3) 
 
𝜆! =   − 𝐿!" +   𝐿!" 𝑖! +   𝐿!"𝑖!"                                       (4) 
 
𝜆! =   − 𝐿!" +   𝐿!" 𝑖!                                                        (5) 
 
𝜆! =   𝐿!"𝑖!"                                                                                                                                                              (6) 

 
 The currents𝑖!, 𝑖!and the voltages  𝑉!, 𝑉! represent the 
stator d and q currents and voltages respectively. 𝐿!"and𝑅! 

are present the armature resistance and leakage inductance. 
𝐿!"and  𝐿!"represent the d and q magnetizing inductances. 
𝜆!and𝜆!  represent the magnetic flux in the d-q axes. And ω 
represents the electrical angular velocity. 
 The two-axes of PMSM stator windings are modelled 
such that to have equal turns per phase.The rotor flux of the 
PMSM is assumed to be concentrated along the d-axis while 
there is zero flux along the q-axis, and the machine core 
losses are assumed to be negligible while rotor flux is 
assumed to be stable at the given operating point. 
 The rotor frame of reference is chosen because the 
position of the rotor magnets determines the stator voltages 
and currents independently, the instantaneous induced emfs 
and subsequently the stator currents and torque of the 
machine. When the rotor reference frames are considered, it 
means the equivalent q and d axis stator windings are 
transformed to the reference frames which are revolving at 
rotor speed. The consequence is that there are zero speed 
differentials between the rotor and stator magnetic fields and 
the stator q and d axis windings will have a fixed phase 
relationship with the rotor magnet axis. 
 The stator flux-linkage equations are 
 
𝑉!"! = 𝑅!𝑖!"!   +   𝑃𝜆!"! +   𝜔!𝜆!"!                                             (7) 
 
𝑉!"! = 𝑅!𝑖!"!   +   𝑃𝜆!"! −   𝜔!𝜆!"!                                            (8) 
 
 Where  𝑅!  and 𝑅! are the quadrature and direct axis 
winding resistances, which are equal (and hereafter referred 
to as 𝑅!), and the q and d axes stator flux linkages in the 
rotor reference frames are 
 
  𝜆!"!   =   𝐿!𝑖!"! +   𝐿!𝑖!"! (9) 
 
𝜆!"!   =   𝐿!𝑖!"! +   𝐿!𝑖!"! (10) 
 
 But the self-inductances of the stator q and d axes 
windings are equal to 𝐿! only when the rotor magnets have 
an arc of electrical  180!. When a stator winding is in 
alignment with the rotor magnet axis, the reluctance of the 
path is maximum the magnet reluctance is almost the 
sameair gap reluctance, and hence its inductance is the 
lowest at this time. The inductance is then referred as the 
direct-axis inductance𝐿!. 
 The inductance of the q axis winding is  𝐿!. As the rotor 
magnets and the stator q and d axis windings are fixed in 
space, the winding inductance does not change in rotor 
reference frames. In order to compute the stator flux 
linkages in the q and d axes, the currents in the rotor and 
stator are required. The permanent magnet excitation can be 
modelled as a constant current source,  𝑖!". The rotor flux is 
along the d axis, so the d axis rotor current is𝑖!". By 
assumption, the q axis current in the rotor is zero, because 
there is no flux along this axis in the rotor. Then the flux 
linkages are written as   
 
𝜆!"! =   𝐿!𝑖!"!                                                                                                                                                                 (11) 
 
𝜆!"! =   𝐿!𝑖!"! +   𝐿!𝑖!"                                                        (12) 

 
 Where 𝐿! is the mutual inductance between the stator 
winding and rotor magnet, Substituting these flux linkages 
into the stator voltage equations gives the stator equations: 
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𝑉!"!

𝑉!"!
=   

𝑅! + 𝐿!𝑝 𝜔!𝐿!
−𝜔!𝐿! 𝑅! + 𝐿!𝑝

𝑖!"!

𝑖!"!
+    𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!"

0
                (13) 

 
 The electromagnetic torque is given by 
 
𝑇! =   

!
!
!
!
  {  𝜆!"! 𝜆!"! −   𝜆!"! 𝜆!"! }                                             (14) 

 
 Which, upon substitution of the flux linkages in terms of 
the inductances and currents, 
 
𝑇! =   

!
!
!
!
  {  𝜆!"𝑖!"! + 𝐿! − 𝐿! 𝑖!"! 𝑖!"!   }                              (15) 

 
 Where the rotor flux linkages that link the stator are 
 
𝜆!" =   𝐿!𝑖!!      (16) 
 
 The rotor flux linkages are considered constant except 
for temperature effects. The residual flux density is reduced 
by the temperature sensitivity of the magnets and hence, the 
flux linkages with increasing temperature.The 
electromagnetic torque is positive for the monitoring action, 
if  𝛿 is positive. The rotor flux linkages 𝜆!" are positive. 
Then the phasor diagram for an arbitrary torque angle 𝛿 is 
shown in fig. 2.  
 Where, 
 
𝑖!"! = Torque – producing component of stator current = 𝑖! 
𝑖!"!  = Flux – producing component of stator current = 𝑖! 
and the torque angle is given by, 
𝜃! =   𝛿(17) 

 
Fig.2. Phasor diagram of the PM synchronous machine 
 
 
 The mutual flux linkage is the resultant of the rotor flux 
linkages and stator flux linkages. It is then given as 
 
𝜆! =    (𝜆!" +   𝐿!𝑖!"! )! + (𝐿!𝑖!"! )!(Wb-Turn)  (18) 
 
 If 𝛿 is greater than π/2, 𝑖!"!  becomes negative, the 
resultant mutual flux linkages decrease. If 𝛿  is negative with 
respect to the rotor or mutual flux linkages, the machine 
works as a generator[26]. 
 
 
3. Electrical Systems and Integrated Controls 

 
A VSC-based PMSG wind turbine consists mainly of three 
parts: a wind turbine drive train, a PMSG, and two back-to 
back VSCs (see Fig. 3) . In the turbine drive train, the rotor 
blades of the wind turbine catch wind energy that is then 
transferred to the generator. The generator, converts 
mechanical energy into electrical energy, is a standard 
permanent magnet synchronous machine with its stator 
windings connected to the grid through a frequency 
converter. The frequency converter is built by two current-
regulated voltage-source pulse width modulation (PWM) 
converters: an MSC and a GSC, with a dc voltage link in 
between. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Configuration of a PMSG Wind Turbine with Adaptive MPPT 
Controller and DPC Method PMSG  
 
 
 The control of the PMSG system has three levels: the 
generator level, the wind turbine level, and the wind power 
plant level (see Fig. 1) [17], [20]. At the generator level, 
each of the two VSCs (see Fig. 1) is controlled through 
decoupled dqvector control approaches in the conventional 
technology. The MSC controls the PMSG to achieve the 
following goals: maximum energy extraction from the wind 
and/or compliance with a control demand from the wind 
power plant control centre. The GSC maintains a constant 
dc-link voltage and adjusts reactive power absorbed from the 
grid by the converter. At the wind turbine level, there is a 
speed controller and a power limiting controller. At low 
wind speeds, the speed controller gives a power or torque 
reference to the MSC controller based on the principle of 
maximum energy capture. The power limiting controller 
increases or decreases the pitch angle of wind turbine blades 
to prevent the turbine from going over the rated power at 
high wind speeds. At the wind power plant level, the power 
production of the entire plant is determined based on the grid 
requirements. The central control system sends out reference 
power signals to each individual wind turbine according to a 
grid need, while the local turbine control system ensures that 
the reference power signal sent by the central control system 
is reached [20]. 

 
3.1 Direct Power Control of MSC 
The conventional  power control method for the MSC has a 
nested-loop structure consisting of a faster inner current loop 
and a slower outer loop as shown by Fig. 4, in which the q-
axis loop is for wind turbine speed or torque control and the 
d-axis loop is for other control purposes. The control 
strategy of the inner current loop is developed as 
 
𝑣!" = − 𝑅!𝑖!" + 𝐿!

!"!"
!"

− 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!"   (19) 
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𝑣!" = − 𝑅!𝑖!" + 𝐿!

!"!"
!"

     (20) 
 
 Where the item in the bracket of (19) and (20) is treated 
as the state equation between the voltage and current in the d 
and q-loop, and the other items are treated as compensation 
terms. This treatment assumes that  𝑣!"in (19) has no major 
influence on 𝑖!"and 𝑣!" that in (20) has no significant effect 
on𝑖!". 
 

 
Fig.4. Direct power control structure in MSC 

 
 

 But this assumption is inadequate as explained as 
follows. The final control voltages 𝑣!"and 𝑣!", linearly 
proportional to the converter output voltages 𝑣!"and 𝑣!", 
include the d- and q-axis voltages 𝑣!"and 𝑣!"generated by 
the current-loop controllers plus the compensation terms as 
shown by (21). Hence, the conventional control 
configuration intends to regulate 𝑖!"and 𝑖!"using 𝑣!"and 𝑣!", 
respectively. But, according to derived torque equation, the 
d-axis voltage is only effective for 𝑖!"or torque control, and 
the q-axis voltage is only effective for 𝑖!"control 
 
𝑣!"∗ = 𝑣!"! − 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!" , 𝑣!"∗ = 𝑣!"! + 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!" + 𝜔!𝜓! (21) 
 
3.2  Direct-Power Control of GSC 
The schematic of the GSC is shown in Fig. 5, in which the 
dc link capacitor is on the left and a three-phase voltage 
source, representing the voltage at the point of common 
coupling (PCC) of the ac system, is on the right. In the 
dqreference frame, the voltage balance across the grid filter 
is 
 
𝑣!!
𝑣!! = 𝑅!

𝑖!
𝑖!

+ 𝐿!
!
!"

𝑖!
𝑖!

+ 𝜔!𝐿!
−𝑖!
𝑖!

+
𝑣!
𝑣!  (22) 

 
 Where 𝜔!is the angular frequency of the grid 
voltage,𝐿!and 𝑅!are the inductance and resistance of the grid 
filter, respectively, 𝑣!,𝑣!,𝑣!!and ,𝑣!! represent the d- and q-
axis components of the PCC voltage and GSC output 
voltage, respectively, and,𝑖! and 𝑖! represent the d- and q-
axis components of the current flowing between the GSC 
and the ac system.  
 

 
Fig.5. Direct power control structure in GSC 

 
 
 The conventional power control method for the GSC has 
a nested-loop structure consisting of a faster inner current 
loop and a slower outer loop as shown by Fig. 3 in which the 
d-axis loop is used for dc-link voltage control, and the q-axis 
loop is used for reactive power or grid voltage support 
control. The control strategy of the inner current loop is 
developed by rewriting (22) as 
 
𝑣!! = 𝑅!𝑖! + 𝐿! .

!!"
!"

− 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖! + 𝑣!  (23) 
 
𝑣!! = 𝑅!𝑖! + 𝐿! .

!!"
!"

+ 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!   (24) 
 
in which the item in the bracket of (23) and (24) is treated as 
the state equation between the voltage and current on d- and 
q-axis loops, and the other items are treated as 
compensationterms. This treatment assumes that𝑣!! in (23) 
has no major influence on 𝑖!, and 𝑣!! in (24) has no 
significant impact on 𝑖!. 
 However, this assumption conflicts with the GSC power 
control relations. The d-axis voltage is only effective for 
reactive power or𝑖!control, and the q-axis voltage is only 
effective for active power or 𝑖!control. 
 
𝑣!!! = 𝑣!! − 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖! + 𝑣! , 𝑣!!! = 𝑣!! + 𝜔!𝐿!𝑖!  (25) 
 
 
4. Maximum Power Point Tracking 
 
This is the base of the well-known Maximum Power Point 
Tracking (MPPT) from the prior treatment of the wind 
turbine model it can be appreciated that in order to extract 
the maximum amount of power from the incident wind, 
𝐶!should be maintained at a maximum. In order to achieve 
this objective, it can be appreciated from Fig. 6 that the 
speed of the generator rotor must be optimized according to 
instantaneous wind speed. 
 In wind generator applications capturing the maximum 
available wind power is essential. Regarding that, it has been 
shown that variable-speed (VS) configurations generate 
more total annual energy at any wind speed than constant 
speed configurations becoming more and more attractive in 
low power applications.VS configurations the WG’s rotating 
speed is changed guiding the aerodynamic system to operate 
at the maximum power point (MPP) for every wind speed. 
The latter is usually achieved through the generator’s load 
variation by means of power converters. 
 The amount of power output from a wind energy 
conversion system (WECS) depends upon the accuracy with 
which the peak power points are tracked by the maximum 
power point tracking(MPPT) controller of the WECS control 
system irrespective of the type of generator used.This study 
provides a review of past and present MPPT controllers used 
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for extracting maximum power from the WECS using 
PMSG. 

 
Fig. 6.Wind Turbine Characteristic of the Variable Speed PMSG. 
 
 
 The above shows turbine mechanical power as a function 
of rotor speed at various wind speeds.The power for a 
certain wind speed is maximum at a certain value of rotor 
speed called optimum rotor speed. This is the speed which 
corresponds to optimum tip speedratio. In order to have 
maximum possible power, the turbine should always 
operateatoptimum tip speed ratio. This is possible by 
controlling the rotational speed of the turbine so that it 
alwaysrotates at the optimum speed of rotation. 
 
4.1 MPPT Control Methods for PMSG Based WECS 
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator is preferred more 
and more in developing newdesigns because of higher 
efficiency, high power density, availability of high-energy 
Permanent magnet material at reasonable price, and 
possibility of smaller turbine diameter in direct drive 
applications. Presently, a lot of research efforts are directed 
towards designing of WECS which is reliable, having low 
wear and tear, compact, efficient, having low noise and 
maintenance cost; such a WECS is realisable in the form of 
a direct drivePMSG wind energy conversion system. 
The power electronics converter configurations most 
commonly used for PMSG WECS are shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Fig.7. PMSG wind energy conversion systems 
 
 
 Depending upon the power electronics converter 
configuration used with a particular PMSG WECS a suitable 
MPPT controller is developed for its control. 

 
4.2 DC-Link Voltage Control 
For a PMSG wind turbine, the full power captured from the 
wind has to be transferred through the dc link and the GSC 

to the grid. This situation is different from that of a DFIG 
wind turbine. Because of this, control of the dc-link voltage 
is more challenging for a PMSG wind turbine than a DFIG 
wind turbine, especially when the conventional power 
control structure is used for the dc-link voltage control. 
However, when using the direct-power control structure for 
the GSC (see Fig. 3), high performance and fast dc-link 
voltage control can be obtained. Thus, control functions of 
the MSC and GSC can be decoupled effectively with the 
MSC responsible for maximum power extraction control and 
the GSC responsible for the dc link voltage control so that 
energy captured from the wind can be transferred to the grid 
while the dc- link voltage is stable. 

 
5. Software Implementation 

 
In this circuit, the adaptive MPPT controller and DPC 
technique is used to minimize the THD. The circuit 
operation is explained in the following points. 
 Uniform random number block is used as wind source to 
provide the input to the adaptive MPPT controller and 
PMSG. It is used to provide both steady and variable speed 
to the wind turbine (ie., it will change for every 0.05 
seconds). The MPPT controller gets the wind sourceoutput 
and turbine speed as its input and is provided to the wind 
turbine characteristics. Thus it will get the optimum point 
such that the maximum power curve output will be greater 
than the recorded demanded output power and also provides 
the torque output to the PMSG. Torque is a force that causes 
something to spin around a central point, thus the rotor 
rotates. PMSG is designed such that it will provide five 
different outputs. They are rotor speed, electromagnetic 
torque, stator current, direct and quadrature axis currents. VI 
measurement block in MSC measures the stator torque and 
current and it is given to the PWM rectifier which converts 
AC to DC. DC link provides real and reactive power to both 
PWM rectifier and grid side inverter. It acts as common link 
and also as storage device. Thus the distortions produced in 
MSC are measured by FFT analysis method; it will be in an 
order of 24 to 11.29%. So it must be reduced in GSC.  
 MSC gets stator voltage, rotor speed and turbine speed 
as three inputs and by using the DPC technique PI controller 
and PLL is used. PI controller is used to increase the speed 
of the response and to eliminate the steady state error. PLL 
is used to synchronize on a set of variable frequency. Thus 
the produced dq0 axis currents are transferred into abc 
transformation to produce PWM by using dq0 to abc 
transformation and PWM generator blocks. 
 The DC current is converted into AC by grid side 
inverter block. The coupled inductor is used to limit the flow 
of AC current to the grid. Here also produced stator voltage 
and current by the grid side inverter is measured by VI 
measurement block. 
 The GSC gets six input signals to control the total 
harmonic distortion finally. The inputs are PWM rectifier 
outputs, measured stator voltage and current, then finally 
output of coupled inductor. It works similar to MSC with PI 
controller and PLL and generates PWM output and provides 
the generated output to grid side inverter to convert as AC. 
Thus one of the problems in the production of electricity is 
distortions which is analyzed and reduced by MATLAB 
simulink method. The THD is reduced up to 1.42% which 
can be shown by using discrete power gui (FFT analysis). 

 
Table 1.Parameter of the PMSG Wind Turbine 
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Parameter  Value  Units 

Generated rated power 2500 KVA 

f(frequency) 50 Hz 

Generated rated voltage 400 V 

Stator resistance 0.2 p.u. 

Stator leakage inductance 
0.02 p.u. 

Permanent magnet flux 0.175 p.u. 

dc-link capacitor 6.6 µf 

Grid-filter resistance 1 Ω 

Grid-filter inductance 0.05 H 

 
 
 

6. Results and Discussion 
 
To evaluate the maximum power extraction, DC link voltage 
control, grid voltage support control of a PMSG wind 
turbine the optimal control strategy has introduced, an 
integrated simulation of a complete PMSG system including 
MSC and GSC is developed using DPC and detailed models 
in MATLAB simulink in which both steady and variable 
wind conditions are considered. In this chapter, obtained 
results are shown and discussed. 
 

 
Fig.8. Wind Source Output 
 
 
 The wind source output which is varied for 0.05 seconds 
from 0 to 1 such that the turbine rotates at both steady and 
variable speeds as shown in Fig.8. After the system is 
settled, the output power is very close to the maximum 
power that can be captured by the turbine at the wind speed. 
 The rotor speed, electromagnetic torque, d-axis current, 
q-axis current and a single phase A is taken from produced 
three phase stator currents as shown in Fig.9. The rotor 
speed increases linearly as the rotor starts to rotate. 
Electromagnetic torque produced by the PMSG is gradually 
decreased as shown in figure. d-axis and q-axis currents also 
decreased, finally the stator current (a) can be measured with 
the limits (10,-10) as peak to peak current in amps. 
 

 
Fig.9. PMSG Output 

 
Fig.10.Voltage and Current Measurement for MSC Side 
 
 
 The Voltage and Current are generated by the rotation of 
PMSG as it gets the torque as input from Adaptive MPPT. 
This is used to measure 3 phase voltages and currents in a 
circuit. When connected in series with a three phase element, 
it return the three phase to ground voltages and line currents. 
This can output the voltages and currents in per unit values 
or in volts and amperes. The generated 3 phase stator 
voltage, stator current in MSC side are shown in fig 10. 
 

 
Fig.11.DC Link Output 
 
 
 For a simple voltage drop on the PCC bus more reactive 
power generation is needed to boost the PCC voltage. 
However, due to the rated current or converter PWM 
saturation constraint, GSC is unable to generate the required 
reactive power and it operates in the optimal control mode 
by maintaining the DC link voltage as the first priority (see 
fig.11). The dc-link voltage is kept almost constant under the 
optimal and DPC strategy, the operation of the synchronous 
generator and the maximum wind power extraction is nearly 
unaffected. 
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Fig.12. Voltage and Current Measurement for GSC Side 
 
 

 
 
Fig.13. FFT Analysis Display(reduced THD in GSC) 

 
 

 The generated 3 phase stator voltages, stator currentsare 
shown in fig 12.which has similar operation as in MSC. In 
the fig 13.and the stator voltages in MSC and GSC are 
selected and the THD present in them are shown. From this 
figure we can clearly say that the THD in MSC is more 
which is reduced in the GSC. 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
This project presents the direct-power control designs for a 
PMSG wind turbine. This project shows how integrated 
MSC and GSC control is designed using direct-power 
control configurations to implement the maximum power 
extraction, DC link voltage control, grid voltage support 
controls and also how the distortions are reduced in the 
PMSG wind turbine. Comprehensive simulation studies 
demonstrates that a PMSG wind turbine, based on direct-
power control structure can effectively accomplish the wind 
turbine control objectives with superior performance within 
the physical constraints of the system under both steady and 
variable wind conditions. The proposed control approach 
operates in an optimal mode by controlling the MSC for 
maximum power extraction as the first priority and 
controlling the GSC to stabilize the DC link voltage as the 
main concern. Thus the proposed system shows the excellent 
performance and confirms the feasibility with less distortion 
level output (1.42 %). 

 
______________________________ 
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